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Intro
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Songs that will be on your mind long after listening to them, songs you can dance to or can only
be listened to whilst sitting back and relaxing. The Compounds will sometimes force you to listen
closely when the band suddenly changes the entire vibe. No song sounds the same and that's our
motto: unpredictable, solid, unique. A strong performance and show to remember.



Jeffrey (bass)

Nick (frontman)

Jennifer (drums)
Simon (guitar)

Bandmembers
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Bio
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Jeffrey (bass) said once: we'd never be friends if we had met in high school. Four entire different
people, a taste in music you wouldn't combine if you'd think in genres and we all grew up in different
environments. Now, we cannot be torn apart: we play shows, write music, dance, laugh and cry
together. All with one goal: to be doing this together for the rest of our lives. Simon (guitar) is a very
technical and skilled player, dancing all over the stage. Nick (frontman) will make sure you go home
with an unforgettable memory of our show. Jennifer (drums) puts interesting rhythms into our songs and
makes sure the band is carried on a solid rhythm.
 
The Compounds were formed in January 2018 and has since played dozens of shows, recorded an EP
and a single and is currently working on an album which will be recorded in February 2020.



Discography/history
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Call Me The Devil - Single Nov 2018
Far From Home - EP May 2019
Johnny Lightning - Single June 2019
 
60 + live shows (EP Release @ Patronaat)
Popmania Second Place
Amsterdamse Popprijs 2019 bandcontest
 



Upcoming
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Videoclips (release 2019-2020)
Album (release 2020)
Live shows and album tour
Bandcontests
 
 



 

  

Jennifer Leijen

Tel: +31640384128

@: thecompoundsband@gmail.com

 

 

 

 

Social media

Contact:
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www.thecompoundsband.com

 

https://www.facebook.com/TheCompounds/ 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCv3X-HfvRg5-pnonWnWNw_Q

https://open.spotify.com/album/3DpBTqahie8PfRzKUDuLzL
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Jennifer Leijen             Cymbal case + snaredrums + hardwarebag (optional: drumset)
Simon Swinkels           Guitar + half stack Victory 40 + pedalboard
Jeffrey Beentjes           Basguitar (active) + full/half stack + mic + micstand + pedalboard
Nick Hulsbergen          Microphone (Shure or Mode Machines THE-1955)
 
Materials sent may be used to promote the event, unless indicated otherwise. Our logo can be distributed in
random colors. We like to be photographed and, in consultation, the performance may also be recorded
professionally, provided that we may also use the recordings ourselves (with credits).
 
We need approximately 45-60 minutes for building up and sound checking. The technical rider is on the next
page. 
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